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ABSTRACT
In the Paper Predicting the Origin of Music, it is described how
Random Forest regression (RFR) and k-Nearest Neighbours are
used to predict where non-western music originates. This paper
achieved significant results, yet the explanation of the algorithms
remain unclear. It was thought that perhaps some insight into
human culture could be extracted from the algorithms.
This paper investigates which music classification features are
influential in determining the geographic origin of world music.
By using the machine learning algorithms K-Nearest Neighbour
Regression, Random Forest Regression and XGBoost, the results
of the original paper have been reproduced using the dataset
provided [1] and the feature importance has been inspected. It has
been found that the most influential music features are features
which are outside the sound spectrum of tones which are most
important to humans, but seem to have more to do with the music
recording equipment. Also some more questions and topics for
further research regarding machine learning on sound and
geological data are proposed.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Music has a long and extensive history, as such does mankind. As
mankind spread across the planet, so did its music. In Predicting
the Geographical Origin of Music [2], an attempt has been made
to classify the geographic origin of pieces of music with the help
of predictive machine learning. In order for a machine to
recognize this classification, the data set “Geographical Original
of Music Data Set” was used. This dataset contains 1.142 pieces
of music from 73 countries/areas, in which western music was
excluded because its influence is global. After attempting to
predict the geographical origin of pieces of music, the attempt
yielded classification with a mean error between 3100 - 3600 km.
By carrying out the research the researchers wanted to be able to
understand the objective approach to understand the phenomena
to art - in this case, music. By making a machine understand the
phenomena to art, personal opinions and expectations would not
be influential to the made decisions regarding the geographical
origin of pieces of music by the machine.
While the paper is primarily focussed on the technical
performance of the classification algorithms used. We aim to gain
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more elaboration of the results and which features are impactful in
classification by making use of machine learning.
The aim of this paper is to attempt to extract knowledge out of
these classifications using a case-based approach [3]. In this way,
we could learn more about which musical elements are defining
features for those classification algorithms. By looking at these
defining features of the musical elements it is possible for
example, to recognize why there may be a major deviation
between the classified geographical origin of the music and the
actual geographical origin of that kind of music. Therefore, the
research question for this paper is: Which music classification
features are influential in determining the geographic origin of
world music?
By researching these defining features it can possibly create new
windows for further pondering or research. For example, a new
window that could be created with this research is a better
understanding of the different ethnic backgrounds of people.
Because music is a powerful and inspiring expression for the
social and political climate of people, music gives a good
reflection of the ideas and motivation of people from any era.

2 RELATED WORK
There are not many studies [4] [5] conducted into the prediction
of the geographic origin of music this is an interesting
phenomenon because there are a lot of studies done who have
researched the development of audio features for computational
analysis of music [6] [7] [8]. One of the reasons that little research
has been done on ethnomusicology in the field of Music
Information Retrieval (MIR) is because people were mainly
interested in western music or classical music [9] [10]. But since
the introduction of the term computational ethnomusicology in an
influential paper published in 2007 [11] research has increased in
the field of computational ethnomusicology, the MIR community
created several techniques that can be applied to the analysis of
some ethnomusicological corpora. For example, pattern
matching, melodic similarity, music emotion recognition, machine
learning algorithms and so on [12]. Nevertheless, this interest has
not ensured that people researchers have become interested in
determining the geographical origin of music, what has been more
frequently researched is the prediction of GPS locations with
machine learning e.g. [13].
Regarding predicting GPS locations, there is some talk on the
internet [14], however, this talk is about Linear Regression, which
is not used in this paper. Approaches that are often used to
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determine the prediction of the geographical location are
classification, regression, k-means and decision trees.
This paper will make use of regression and decision tree
algorithms and will investigate if the longitude and latitude of
music can be predicted and see which features are important for
the prediction. By investigating this geographical prediction of
music, we are addressing the following research gaps:
•

Which kind of features are impactful by the
classification of predicting the geographical origin of
music?

•

How can those insights open up opportunities for further
research?

By addressing these research gaps, we want to contribute to
creating insights in explaining audio classification methods and
create opportunities for further anthropological and cultural
research stemming from features and trends extracted from the
data.

3 METHODS
In order to make a recreation of the procedures in “The
geographical origin of music” and a reproduction of the result, the
same machine learning algorithms were used. With the help of
these two algorithms, the prediction of the longitude and latitude
coordinates on the Earth could be made. Longitude specifies the
point on the east or west part of the earth, whereas latitude
specifies the north or south part.
To be able to calculate the mean distance error between the
forecast and the actual geographically position of the origin of a
song, we looked at the curvature of the earth. Even though in
general there is no perfect flat project of the globe, we assumed in
our calculations that the earth is a round sphere. The reasoning for
this choice is because the researchers of the “The geographical
origin of music” paper did not specify their exact method of their
calculation of the earth. We assumed this unit sphere method
would be closer to the original method than speculations on the
method used by the original authors.
For the calculation [15] of the mean distance error it is assumed
that the radius of the earth is 6373 kilometres and the degree east
of the prime meridian gives the θ coordinate, φ is the angle from
the north pole down to the geographical location. Therefore, φ
equals 90° minus the degree’s latitude north of the equator. Given
two points in spherical coordinates (ρ, θ1, φ1) and (ρ, θ2, φ2), the
arc formed by connecting the points is;
ψ = arccos (sin φ1 sin φ2 cos(θ1-θ2) + cos φ1 cos φ2)
By using this calculation, the distance between predicted points
and real points is calculated, by taking the mean of ψ the mean
distance error in kilometres is calculated.

3.1 K-Nearest Neighbour Regression
In K-Nearest Neighbour Regression (k-NN regression), the k-NN
algorithm is used for estimating continuous variables. The data is
split up in test and training data, the data in this paper was split up
in an 80/20 ratio where 80% is train data and 20% is test data of
the dataset. Furthermore, the random_state of the algorithm is set
on 42, random_state is used for initializing the internal random

number generator which will decide the splitting of data into the
train and test indices. For each test point the k-NN regression
algorithm computes the Euclidean distance (1) between the test
data and each of the training data in the full feature space.
(1)
The optimal k-value is based on RMSE and done using cross
validation, in our implementation of k-NN regression the optimal
value for k was k = 5. The prediction of the longitude or latitude
value is done by taking the mean of the values of its k nearest
neighbour.

3.2 Random Forest Regression
The essence of the Random Forest Regression algorithm is that it
builds multiple trees in randomly selected subspaces of the
function space. Each tree depends on the values of a random
vector sampled independently and with the same distribution for
all trees in the forest [16] [17]. Following the Methods described
in Determining the geographical origin of music, two RFRs with
200 trees is used. One for Latitude, one for Longitude. They are
trained on 80% of the dataset, and subsequently tested on the
remaining 20% of the dataset, with train/test picked randomly
with the same random state for both longitude and latitude. This is
done to make sure the train/test sets are equal for latitude and
longitude. In addition to the feature importance as described
below, a tree can be exported to try and get an understanding of
the algorithm that way. Chances of success are low due to the
many features of the dataset.

3.3 XGBoost
In addition to implementing the two aforementioned algorithms, a
third algorithm has been added to the reproduction of the result.
The addition of a third algorithm is because we wanted to see if
another algorithm can achieve the same result. The choice fell on
XGBoost because it is an algorithm that is highly regarded in the
machine learning world. XGBoost stands for Extreme Gradient
Boosting and is an implementation of gradient boosted decision
trees designed for performance and speed. Unlike with random
forest where multiple trees are created in parallel, with gradient
boosted decision trees a series of trees are build were each tree is
trained so it corrects the mistakes of the previous tree in the series
[18] [19].
In order to boost the tree algorithms, the parameter learning rate is
used. When the learning rate is set to a high value, each
successive tree put a strong emphasis on correcting the mistakes
of its predecessor. The learning rate in this paper is set to 0.01,
because of this value is a relatively low value there is less
emphasis on thoroughly correcting the errors of the previous step.
The reason for using 0.01 as learning rate is because it had the
best logarithmic loss.

3.4 Feature importance
To find out the most important features in predicting the latitude
and longitude of the geographical origin of a song, the ELI5 [20]
library and the sklearn feature selection RFE function were used.
With ELI5, the function permutation importance provides a way
to compute feature importance’s for any black box. To measure
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the feature importance, ELI5 ensures that instead of removing a
feature and retraining the test data set, the feature column is filled
with random noise. To fill the feature column with noise is to
shuffle values for a feature. Various parameters can be given to
the permutation importance function, in this paper the permutation
importance function is used with the default parameters with the
exception of the n_iter parameter. The n_iter parameter is used for
letting the algorithm know the number of iterations, the parameter
is set on n_iter = 10.
To measure the feature importance with sklearn RFE, recursive
feature elimination is used. First, the estimator is trained on the
initial set of features and the importance of each feature, then the
least important features are pruned from current set of features.
This procedure will be repeated recursively on the pruned set [21].
The number of features the algorithm has to select is set to five,
the reason for setting the number of features to five is because
there was no improvement in the f1 score of the model after
around five features. The parameter step is set to one, this is the
default value.

4 DATA PREPARATION

Looking at the correlation matrix,
one can distinguish that the bottomleft of each “square” is correlated
(0.50 - 0.75). It is assumed that this
is due to the overtones in the music.
If a lower note is played on an
instrument, not only that note can
be heard, but also the overtones in
higher octaves [24].

5 RESULTS
As mentioned under the “Method” section, our metric is
calculated slightly differently than the original paper. However,
both methods do the same; calculate the distance between the
predicted coordinates and the original coordinates of a datapoint
to determine the Mean Distance Error (MDE). First the MDEs are
explained using a box plot, then further elaboration is given per
method used.
RFR

K-NN

The dataset that is being used it the same dataset of the “The
geographical origin of music” paper, this dataset contains 1,142
tracks covering 73 countries/areas. The origin of the music is nonwestern music because, as mentioned before, western music is
influenced by global music, by choosing traditional, ethnic or
‘world’ music the influence of the location of the music is better
represented.
Each song contains 68 music features generated by the framework
MARSYAS and the longitude and latitude. The longitude and
latitude of the song’s origin was determined by the capital of the
artist’s or artists’ main country or the providence of the area of
residence. MARSYAS is a software framework for audio
processing with specific emphasis on Music Information
Retrieval. For generating the 68 music features the default setting
of MARSYAS 2014 was used with no feature weighting or prefiltering applied. All features were transformed to have a mean of
0, and a standard deviation of 1. The presented dataset did not
include the names of the features, this was unfortunate because
the researchers of the paper did not have the feature names
available anymore. After contacting the original author of the
geographical origin of music, the settings were found [22]. The
features are the means and standard deviations of: Zero Crossing,
Spectral Centroid, Roll-off, Flux, Mel-Frequency Cepstral
Coefficient (MFCC) 0-12 and each calculated in two settings (2 *
2 * 17).
The Zero Crossing Rate of an audio frame is the rate of signchanges of the signal during the frame. The Spectral Centroid is
the centre of ‘gravity’ of the spectrum. The shape of the vocal
tract manifests itself in the envelope of the short time power
spectrum, and MFCC is to accurately represent this envelope. The
range of MCFF 0-12 stands for the compact representation of
speech whereas 0 stands for the low tones and 12 for the high
tones. The feature Roll-off stands for the reduction of signal level
as the frequency of the signal moves away from the cut-off
frequency, for example, guitar players use roll-off to produce a
certain ‘wavering’ sound. Finally, the feature flux is a measure of
how quickly the power spectrum of a signal is changing [23].

XGBoost

The Mean Distance Error plotted on the world map
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5.1 Random Forest Regression

The ELI5 feature importance results of the RFR using only the
“non-human factors”. With a MDE of 3656 KM, which is only 34
KM more than the original.3622

From left to right; RFR, RFR_Human, RFR_Important
For the random forest regression (RFR), the method of the paper
has been reproduced, with similar results. The Mean Distance
error of the RFR is 3622km, which is similar to the paper. A
train/test ratio of 80/20 has been used, as this was already tested in
the original paper. Subsequently, an ELI5 [20] permutation
importance was used to assess the importance of the features in
the dataset. Following the ELI5 analysis, Recursive Feature
Elimination (RFE) [21] was used to validate the top feature
importance. RFE is influenced less with correlation between
features, and as such validates the ELI5 results.

The ELI5 feature importance
results of the RFR using only the
“human factors”. With a MDE of
4051 KM, which is 429 KM more
than the original. A decision tree
has been rendered from both the
RFR with all the features and the
RFR with just the most important (non-human) features. Both
decision trees were too complicated to comprehend and interpret.

5.2 K-Nearest Neighbour Regression

From the results we noticed that the most important features are
defining characteristics of audio equipment, rather than the music
itself (see conclusion and discussion). As such, the RFR has been
retrained using the “human elements” (MFCC4 till MFCC10), to
try to extract some human centred importance. And to validate the
observation, the RFR has been retrained on the “non-human
elements” (every feature, excluding MFCC4 till MFCC10).

From left to right: k-NN_scaled, k-NN_unscaled
Just like the RFR, the k-nearest neighbour algorithm produced the
same results as the paper. With a mean distance error of 3402
kilometre of unscaled values, the result did indeed fall between
the 3100 km and 3600 km presented in the paper. After
calculating the mean distance error, the ELI5 library was used to
assess the permutation importance of the features in the dataset.
RFE was not used with k-NN Regression because it does not
provide logic to do feature selection.
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Looking at the results we can again notice that the most important
features are defining characteristics of audio equipment, rather
than the music itself. For example, the MFCC0 feature is the most
important for both coordinates, this feature does not actually have
much to do with the music itself because MFCC0 is the lowest
tone in the music spectrum and is more related to the music
equipment who can produce such a tone. Besides getting to know
the feature importance of all features, we also looked at selecting
only the top ten features and see if the feature importance stays
the same. When looking at the results of the top 10 there is a
difference between the two feature importance calculations, yet
the features that have the least to do with the music itself are still
the most important.

5.3 XGBoost

The results of the XGBoost are similar to the results of k-NN
regression and RFR, besides using ELI5 and SHAP for gaining
insight about the feature importance the method RFE was also
implemented. RFE achieved the same results, here too the
important features were the features that contribute more to the
music quality instead of the music itself. Just as with the k-NN
Regression algorithm, XGBoost also looked at the performance of
the importance features if only the top ten features were used.
With the top ten most important features, there is a different order
than with all the features. Despite the fact that the order is
different, the most important features are still those that have to do
with the music equipment rather than the music.

From left to right: XGBoost, XGBoost_Top10
XGBoost had a higher mean distance error than the previous two
algorithms, with a mean distance error of 3839 km it is higher
than the result of the paper. But again, the results regarding the
feature importance are similar to the results of the aforementioned
algorithms. With XGBoost, ELI5 and SHAP (SHapley Additive
exPlanations) were used to visualise the feature importance
outcome. There were some difficulties with the interpretation of
SHAP, but we were able to visualize the feature importance and
both ELI5 and SHAP have the same result regarding the feature
importance.

6 CONCLUSIONS
The Method and Results of the geographical origin of music have
been reproduced, and research has been done to find which
features are most important in determining the geographic origin
of music. From the results it has become apparent that in our
reproduction with multiple techniques, the top and bottom spectra
of the signal together with the technical specifications are most
influential in determining the geographical origin of music. Or
paraphrased, the FCC spectra in which the most important tones
are for the human music experience are of little consequence in
our reproduction. This suspicion has been further strengthened by
testing those principles in the RFR.

7 DISCUSSION
As one of the goals is to open up room for discussion, a number of
topics will be discussed briefly, alongside some of our
shortcomings.
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Firstly, it was not possible within our timeframe to get access to
the original sound files. Those files could be used for a subjective,
qualitative comparison. For example: what properties do outliers
have, or the songs with the largest mean distance error. However,
if our hypothesis holds that the music itself matters less than the
technical specifications of recording equipment. These features
should hold also with western music, which is excluded by the
authors of the original dataset. On the other hand, if the
correlation with recording equipment holds the variety in western
equipment would also have a negative impact on prediction.
A second concern might be the size of the dataset. While we
assumed that the dataset is sufficiently large (1142 items), some
bias might be present. Additionally, due to time constraints it was
chosen to assume that the train/test picking would not be of
consequence to the trained algorithms. In future research, multiple
train/test could be used to exclude this potential fault.
Our third concern lies within the Euclidean coordinate system
used for the regression. The further data points are from (0,0), the
larger the average Mean Distance Error seems to be. As such there
might be some unwanted effects occurring due to the coordinate
system. This could be disproved by translating the coordinates of
the dataset to a coordinate system where (0,0) has a different
position. This could be the other side of the world, or even at the
poles. If the results are similar, the coordinate system would not
be of influence. However, is this does have a significant effect
further research should be undertaken. If location predicting
algorithms were to have some sort of “Euclidean bias”, research
in geological prediction might need to be revisited. Another way
of investigating this would be to create a random dataset and see
which results come out of the algorithms. If the results still appear
significant further research would be needed.

8 FUTURE RESEARCH
Some windows for potential further research have been opened:
•

Do the results of this paper also hold on a different
musical dataset?

•

What happens when you include western music in the
dataset?

•

What is the correlation between our results and which
recording equipment used for recording the songs in the
dataset?

•

If a different coordinate is defined as 0,0 in
longitude/latitude, will the results be the same?

An alternative method of using coordinates can be achieved by
dividing the world into zones (for example by culture) and have
the algorithm predict in which zone the music originates.
Furthermore, more research can be done in predicting locations.
There seems to be little in the way of research into predicting
locations, and the biases within. As mentioned in the discussion;
problems could arise. For example, in unexpected biases when
using a latitude/longitude system.
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